Clinical assessment of a new method for pacing pulse detection using a hybrid circuit in digital Holter monitoring.
Holter monitoring is widely used for the detection of arrhythmia and ischemic episodes. Traditionally, analog amplitude-modulated Holter devices have been used for detecting arrhythmia, but they produce signal distortion due to contour effects and phase distortion caused by the tape recorders. A digital Holter device without these disadvantages has been developed and can reproduce clinically accurate electrocardiographic waveforms useful for assessment of arrhythmia and ST segments. However, their reliability is questionable when detecting pacing pulses in pacemaker patients. Because electrocardiographic signals are digitized based on sampling rate, pacing pulses are occasionally missed. Therefore, the FM-300 was developed, a new device for detecting pacing pulses on digital recordings that has both digital and analog circuits in one system and indicates pacing pulse timing with arrows. This device can automatically detect and recognize pacing pulses from various artifacts and pacing modalities, making it easy to identify pacing pulses on digitally recorded electrocardiograms. The FM-300 is useful in the diagnosis and assessment of pacemaker function and has improved the reliability of pulse detection in digital Holter monitoring.